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ETIQUETTE FOR VISITORS TO OBSERVATORIES 

Professor Noman of the N..oland Observatory has given us the 
benefit of hi~ long exper~ence with ~isitors to that instit
ution on ope~-house nights. 
Here is a list of things t9 be avoided: 

l· Don't catl the Astrono~e.r an .Astrologer. (Corollary: 
Don't say: "Why, you're a CaPricornus, a Taurus, etc." 

2. Don't call the telescope a microscope. 

3. 

4· 

5· 

6. 

Never ask: "Bow far can you·see with it?" 

Don't exclaim with teo much delight over the chrom
atic aberration-effects on a bright star while the 
Professor is learnedly expounding on stellar temp
eratures .• 

Don't come around to the Observatory to see the stars 
if it is raining. 

Don't imitate a certain Navy Officer whose v1-ew of 
the Noon in a large reflector elioted the comment: 
"There's a Light in that telescope." 

RENEWAL NOTICE 

D 
If there is an X in the square box just under the words 
"Renewal NoticeJ" it means that your subscription to 

The St'rolling Astronomer oxpires with this issue. We hope 
that yo.u have enjoyed our little pamphlet and that you 
will continue to share in the activities of the Association 
of Lunar and ·Planetary Observers. You may find it convenient 
to use the form below in renewing. 

N A~.~ E ~ ......... ~--: ...... ~ ...... a- .. ~ .... --,····· .... ~ ........ ~ .. --~ ...... -.~.-- ........................................................................................................... . 

ADDRESS ............................. _. ....................... _ .... .,. ........................... . 
•.:. +J ••••~"•••~•·•,.•••-~•_, ... .,._. .. ..,. .................. •• I • •,. I I •••• l Ill ... • ".a o • "'II II II • II Itt • .. • • • fl • • • • • 

I ENCLOSE ................................... TO RENEW MY 

SUBSCRJPTION TO The Stro~ling Astronomer 

FOR ··•••··•·••••••••••H••ISSUES. 
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I N T R 0 0 U C T I 0 N - - - .. - - - ~· - - -
Mr. M.B.a. Heath has been an assiduous observer of Mercury and 

other planets for many years. His naine has long figured prominently in 
British Astronomic41 Association reports. We are pUased to present this 
contribution from him. 

The reader further interested in Merc:ury might like to examine 
"A Ten-Year Study of Merc:ury and it's Atmosphere~" Popular Astronomy,~ 
Volume 55,~ No. 3 (March)~ !947. Those conversant with Fr~nch will f.ind 
it .worthwhile to peruse E. M. Antomiadi •s booklet La Planete Mercure •. 

As Mr. Heath says~ the planet is brighter when gibbous than when 
crescentic. Mercury is disproportionately bright at the full phasej and 
the reason is the same as for the same effect on the Moon~ namely~ the 
roughness of the surface. Indeed .. Mercur'Y is 112..t most easily visipb to 
the eye at greatest elongatiotl.. Rather~ it is· 11\0st conspicuous about. 
five to ten days before greatest elongation when in the evening sky and 
the same interval after elongation when in the morning sky. 

The editor's opinion is that with ordinary-sized telescop,s 1 . 

r:tay with ape.rtures of five to twelve inches, the best views of Mercury. 
are obtained near sunrise or sunset. There.then comes .. he has found, a 
period when contrasts are best for markings on the small di~c; on a 
brighter sky the image is too pale to show much detail~ an~ on a' darker 
one,~ glare drowns the features. This period for obtaining best results 
iS often brief, perhaps lasting only five or ten minutes. The exa~t 
lime of its occ:urrence depends upon such things as the aperture,~ the 
transparency of the air, and the variable stellar magnitude. of the 
planet. When Nercury is visible to the eye, it is too bright for good 
telescopic views. 

OBSERVING THE PLANET MERCURY 

By M •. B. B. HEATH. 

Mercury i·s probably the least observed as well as the least 
observable of all the planets inside the orbit of Saturn. In middle 
and h.igh latitudes it is not often favorably placed for observation; and 
even when it is, the anticipated view may be prevented by the intervent
ion of fogs .. mist~ or haze~ Indeed, an old English writer, one Goad,~ in 
i686 described the planet as "a squinting lac:quey of the Sun, who seldom 
shows hi's head in these parts." In fewer latitudes Mercury is more eas
ily observed, generally under better conditions. 

CMing to the considerable eccentricity of the p·lanet•s orbit the 
greatest elongations vary largely,. and the brightness of the little orb 
at such elongations also varies over a wide. ra.nge. From a mathematical 
investigation we can ascertain .that. if Mercury is at perhelion and is 
also at greatest elongat.ion ab.out September 28 in any year,. it will then 
be only about i7 degrees 50 minutes from the Sun as n morning star north 
of the e'cliptic: arid so favorably placed for ot)servat ion in the northern 
hemisphere. It's stellar magnitude,. computed from Muller's formula, 
will then be minus o. 20. If,. however~ the elongation occurs about Feb
ruary i? and Mercury is then in perihelion .. it wi 11 be about i8 degrees 
8 minutes from the Sun, an evening star north of the ecliptic: and again 
favorably placed for ·observation in the northern hemisphere. It •s 
stellar magnitude is then minus 0.24 .. wtiic:h is about the brightest the 
planet can appear at any greatest elongation. 
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On the other .. handJ if Mercury is at both aphelion and greatest 
elongation about April 4J it will be about 27 degrees 45 minutes from the 
SunJ a morning star south of the ecliptic and well placed for observation 
in the southern hemisphere. Its stellar magnitude; computed as before 
from Muller's formula; is then plus 0.54. Similarly; if an aphelic elong
ation occurs about August i2; the planet will. be 27 degrees 26 minutes 
from the Sun; an evening star south of the ecliptic and agn~n Javorably 
placed for observation in the southern hemisphere. , :t 's stellar magnit
ude will then be plus 0.57J which is pbout the fai.1tes·~ possible for 
Mercury at any greatest elongation. Thus the planet is nbcu~ twice as 
bright at a perihelic elongation; and this fact ,;o"•t:-:-e'1scte3 fo'!: its 
greater proximity ~o the Sun; perihelic elongatlo~3 6re bes~ seen in the 
northern herr.isphereJ aphelic elongationsJ ir. th.a '>ouLw:rn hen.is?here. 

Irrespective of whethei l\1ercury is seen u1·C:G:: .£(~·.r.:):·able conditions 
or notJ it is always much br~ghter in ~be gibbous t~a~ in the crescent 
phase~ With an aperlure of 9 or iO inches it co~ generaliy ~e seen within 
about iO or i2 degrees of the Sun and i~ full. su~shine when gibbous; but 
in the crescent phase it is far too faint to be so seenJ and observation 
must be put off until sunset or a littJ.e ait~r: · 

Seen in bright sunshine at a moderate altit~de; the planet loses 
the rosy tint which it assames near the ho:tizon ,.:.nd is seen to be of a 
dullish livid white t ingeJ sometimes with a paiq yellowish tint. In the 
half and crescent phases the briEiancy ralls off rather suddenly towards 
the terminator so that the phase is apt to be underestimated on a bright 
sky. Moreover., it will often be found that half-phase is not synchronous 
with greatest elongation. Occasionally one cusp may appear slightly more 
acute than the other; and when this occurs. the southern cusp is gene!
ally the blunter of the two. AlsoJ the terminator may sometimes exhibit 
a slightly irregulaily curved appearance. 

In the gibbous phase the apparent diameter of the planet is small., 
and a magnification of at least 230 t9 300 diameters should be employed 
whenever the state of the air parmi ts.. In the cresc~nt phase. a lower 
power may be used. 

As most of the observations will have to be done in sunshine., a 
well-adjusted equatorial telescope of at least 9 or iO inches aperture. or 
preferably larger. should be used. Seen thus in good air; the planet 
occasionally shows mar~ings which with practise become progressively more 
easily seen. Thus., one not infrequently detects a brighter a?d whiter 
patch at or near the north cusp in both morning and evGning elongations. 
The southern hem1sphere is often more shaded than the northern; and in 
eveni~g elongations the terminator is occasionally seen to be notched with 
one or more dark indentationsJ a particularly obvious one being situated 
a little north of mid-terminator and another just south of the bright area 
at the north cusp. These markings are not generally visible at the same 
time. One or the other may be fairly well seen; or the disc may be pract
ically featureless for considerable periods. even 'in conditions of good 
seeing. More rarelyJ other and fainter streaks and condensations of shading 
may be observed, mostly in ·the southern half of the disc. 

Even the. easiest of the markings is of considerable difficulty 
and requires for visibility; an eye capable of distinguishing faint nuances 
of shade and great acuity of vis i onJ the prerequisite in all cases being 
=lear and steady air with good teles~opic defination. 

If these lines induce in someone living in more favored climes a 
desire to study this shy and elusive planet~ they will not have been written 
in vain.Sooner or later the observer is sure to obtain a good view; seeing a little 
detailJ which success will compensate fii~ for all past failures~ andJ it is hopedJ set 
him on the rood to becoming a regular observar of the planet nearest the Sun. 



WITH THE PLANETS 
The Red Spot Hollow on Jupiter still preserves the aspect familiar 

since late !V'J.OrchJ 1947J that of a large oval white area in the South 
Tropical Zone somewhat .brighter than that zone on aither side of it. 
Central meridian transits by Haas between July 28 and August 7J inclusive 
gave these longitudes in System Jr. : pi!eceding end (left in simply inverted 
view) at 217° (2 transits)J c~nter at 221° (3transits) and following end 
at 2370 (4 transits). E. K. WhiteJ from transits between July 9 and August 
14; inclusive, has obtained these results: preceding end at 226° (3 transits) 
c~nter at 2340 (3 transits)J and following end at 243° (5transits). The 
gross dif fsnmce bet wean White and Haas presumably indicates a large 
"personal 2quation" on the part of one or both of them in timing transits. 

The Hollow will be close to the center of the disc near the 
following P.M.,E.S.T., times: 8:15 on September 9; 7:30 on September 14J 
9:00 on September 16, 10:45 on September i8, 10:~ on September 23, 
and 7:30 on September 26. One should subtract one hour from these times 
to get C.S.T.J two hours to get M.S.T., and three hours to get P.S.T. 
The use of the rotation-period of about 9 hoursJ 55 mins. will readily 
give other times when the Hollow is favorably placed. 

The Disturbance so prominent during the early months of 1947 is 
now gone. Haas last saw it on July 7J when it was reduced to a tiny hump 
on the north edgo of the South Temperate Belt; and Reese writes that he 
last observed it on July iO, The following end of o conspicuous section 
of the South Temperate BeltJ noted on page 6 of the August issueJ contin
ued to move in decreasing lcngi tude l[ and was .near 254° J according to 
H·-·~SJ by August first. Reese reports that, he continued to follow the 
South Tropical Zone white "cloud"J which he had observed to drift past 
the Disturbance in early JuneJ and that he placed the "cloud" at longitude 
rr_ 263° on July 24. Haas obtained 260° on July .H for a bright area 
that indented the north edge of the South Temperate Belt. 

E. J. Reese has sent us the following note: "Duringtha last two 
apparitions (1945-6 and 1946-7) Jupiter•s South Temperate Zone has contained 
three brighter sections which have been very durable. Extrapolations o1 
the 1945-6 drifts of the preceding and ~ollowing ends of these sections 
coincide vGry nicely with i946-7 drifts. (Jupiter was too near the Sun to 
be cbserved for several months in the autumn of i946.) The longest drift 
extends from February i7J !946 at longitude IT 256° (Haas) to July 26J 1947J 
at longitud·2 JI_ 176°. These terminal positions give a drift of -25~2 in 
30 days. The mean of all six drifts is about-25~5. In 1947 only the mean 
drift has been -25~3." 

Mars is still remote; the angular diameter reached five seconds 
of arc on August 24 and will not attain six seconds until October i3. 
Haas found the south cap small and perhaps brilliant in late July and up 
to August 2. On August 7 it was invisible on which data White also couJd 
net s.ee a south ·cap; then from August 9 to i4 it was larger than up to 
August 2 but variable in size and brightness. The .north cap between 
mid-July and mid-August was usually unnotable and frequently was invisible. 

It appears reasonable to suppose that after August 2 the remnant 
of the melted south cap was concealed by a changeable overlying cloud-cap 
and that the north cap mentioned above w~s ~tmospheric rather than on the 
surface •. On August 2 the aroocentric longitude of the SunJ quantity 
8 d' of the No.ut ical AlmonacJ wo.s 324~ 'l'his quantity is so selected as 
to be()0 o.t the vernal equinox of the northern hemisphere. The season 
on Mars on August 2 thus corresponds to mid-February on the Earth--late 
winter in the northern hemisphere und fate summer in the southern. Incid-
entally J the seasonal phenomons of the ·Mart ian .polar caps are by no 
means the same in diffvrent appariticns. 
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In 1941 a tiny and brilliant surficial south cap was last seen at 
0 327°J but in 1943 the last view came at 0 290°. · 

A. w. Mount has told us orally of his observations of the daylight 
occultation of Jupiter by the Moon on June 28. He used an 8-inch reflector 
in Fort WorthJ Texas and had a much clearer sky than did Observer Schmidt 
in ChlorideJ New Mexico (pgs. 7-8 of August issue), Mr. Mount tells us 
that he failed to see any unusual appearance at either immersion or emem
ion. Soon after emersionJ he did note that the brightness of the disc of 
Jupiter fell off greatly toward it's edge. Such is indeed the true state 
of affairsJ but it usually passes unobserved, 

It is often stated that Uranus reve~ls no detail except in the 
largest telescopes. This assertion is as false as many others perpet
uated by writers with no firsthand knowledge of lunar and planetary observ
ing. The editor examined Uranus on the mornings of August 2 and 7 with a 
6-inch reflector in poor seeing. He repeatedly glimpsed a brilliant white 

cap on the southwest limb (west as in terrestrial sky and not with regard > 
to sense of Uranian rotation) and a notably dark band bordering the cap. 
F. R. Vaughn in 1940 -2 several times recordedJ with 7 one 8-inch reflect
orsJ a broad white zone across the middle of the disc with parallel dark 
belts at its edges. It is perfectly trueJ of courseJ that a large teles
cope is a great advantage on Uranus. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
We than!< Popu(ar Astronomy fDr their note •bout The Strolling 

Astronomer in their August issue. 

£ . ..1. Reese, H, M • ..Johnson and £. K. White have submitted very 
helpful observational reports on ..Jupiter. Most of their dattJ tJre C.M. 

trtJnsits of the sort diucribed in our May issue, but White has also 

included a fu/J.disc drawing. Reese and White have further submitted 

some notes on Saturn tJnd Mars re~pectively. 

A. F. 0 1 0 Alexander has contributed long series of measures of 

the size of the north cap of Mars in 1945-6. He metJsured his original 

drawings. His values will help greatly in studying the setJsonal spring 

melting of the cap durintJ that apparition. We should be happy to receive 

similar measures from other 1945-6 observers. 

We had the pleosure of a visit from A. W. Mount of Fort Worth, 

Texas, when. he was passing through Albuquerque early in August. Air. 
Mount tJnd his son wertt. seeing .points of interest in N,ew Mexico and Arizon.t. 

Our friend's telescope is an 8-inch reflector. 

A few evenings /.tter we had the good fortune af seeing Clyde 

w. Tombaugh, the discoverer of Pluto, while he was briefly in Albuquerque. 
Ur. Tombaugh is now engaged in ballistics research at the White StJnds 

Proving Ground in New Mexico. He htJs erected his 12-inch reflector in 

Las Cruces, N.Mex., and te~ls us that he plans to mtJAe some drawings of 

Mars as if approtJches its 1948 opposition. 

Fred Garland, Leo Scanlon, Norb Schell and Walter Haas had a 

pleasant get-together in Pittsburgh, PenntJ., on August 15. If is really 

surprisin~ how much more pleastJnt astronomical ~c~uaintances mtJI<e travel

ling. 
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Or.£. M. SrooAs. Assi$tant Professor of Geophysics at Sainf Louis 

University, directs affenfion fo the fact that near 4 P.M., M,S. r., on 

November 5, /947, Mercury wi II be only about a minute of' arc f'rom th11 

limb of th11 Sun. Several lines of evidence suggest thilf Mercury has 8 

tenuous atmosphere, a mafter discussed in the two references mentioned on 

page I. Or. BrooAs ingeniously points out that such an afmospher11 mighf 

qive rise to visible ,.,fr;Jctetl sunlight at th1_ edge of Mercury on November 

5. He suggests fh8f a f'ew special instruments, such 8S the Climax, 

Colorado, coronograph might be able to attempt this difficult observation 
on the brilliant sl<y very neiJr the limb of the Sun. 

SEARCHING FOR LUNAR METEORS 
By Walter H. Baas 

In the August number of The Strolling Astronomer I pointed out 
how the Perseid epoch was o good time to search for possible lunar meteor
itic phenomenaJ ei th~"r· the impact-flares to be expected if the Moon quite 
lacks an atmosphere or the luminous me-teor-trails that should be produced 
if it still retains a tenuous one. It appeared only proper to seize this 
opportunityJ even though the skies of Albuquerque during the critical 
period were not as .excellent as the Chamber of Commerce claims. In the 
table of my results belowJ the third column gives the estimated stellar 
magnitude of the faintest flash or moving luminous speck that could hove 
been observed. The iourth column is the area in square miles of the lunar 
region watched. The region observed was in all cases near the north limb 
and on the non-sunlj~-part of the Moon. 

No. Minutes Limiting 
Date ObS&f'Ving Magnitude Area Results 

August 9 88 8 1400,000 None 

• 10 77 a 700,000 1 moving speck 

11 1140 9 700,000 None 

u 30 10 2~000,000 None 

The moving -luminous speck of August iO was remarked at 4:ii A.M •• 
M.S.T •• in fairly good seeing. It was distinctly visible and. with an 
estimated magnitude of 6• was by no means at the limit of vision. It 
lay near longitude 0° and latitude +75° on the lunar surface. Tha length 
of the path on the Moon's surface was 25 to 30 milesJ and it traversed 
this path in i~ 5 to 2~0. Tne lunar direction of motion was toward no~th 
of west. The angular diameter was at most one s~cond of arc and perhaps 
much less. The speck appeared yellow in color. 

If this speck was actually a meteor luminous in a residual lunar 
atmosphere, then a stellar magnitude of 6 at the distance of the Moon 
would correspond to one of -ii at a distance of iOO miles. a value not 
unlike those for the brighter terrestrial fireballs. The estimated path
length and duration lead to a velocity alonQ the projected path upon the 
surface of the Moon of 12.5 to 20 miles per second. The heliocentric 
velocity just outside the lunar atmosphere is undeterminable from avail
able data. The lunar position and direction of motion of the speck 
appear tc preclude its being a lunar Perseid meteor. 
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I should again like to recommend as a worthwhile observational 
pr~ject. the systemat~c examina~n of the lunar surface for unusual 
br1ght spots of any k1nd. It i~ to look on tha earthlit portions 
when the Moon is a thin crescent. A large aperture. a vary clecr sky; 
and a power low enough to permit a wide field of view (excluding the 
sunlit region cf course) are ull desirabl0 in this pro~~ct. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
D, w. Rosebrugh and£. J. i?eese have submitted correct solutions 

of' the mathematical puzzlf? on page 5 of" the Auqust number. If is 

allriqht down to fhe line: 

4 - 9/2 ) 2 

However, the next I ine should read: 

4 - 9/2 
± ('=, - o;· ) ·~ . i. • 

The inadmissible neglect of the negative siqn led to thE absurd con

clusion. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

~It is usually loosely stated that the superior planets beyond the 
orbit of' .',Iars rev'Jal no phase. Actu<JI/y, l:owever, if is net difficult 

near quadrature to distinguish that the limb of Jupiter is brighter 

than if's terlflinator. An .13-inch telescope is amp!!? to show this aspect. 

'ith an 18-inch refractor at 400 X, the editor has seen the phase-cusps 

thefflse!vf!'s, the outline of" Jupiter being def"l?rmed from perfect ellip

ticity much as th<Jf of' the Moen is from perfect circularity just shc,rt 

or the full phase. The ph.~se cf' Saturn is also visible nC?ar qr:Jdr<Jture 
in that the limb is bright(;'r than the· terminator. W. W. Leight h8s 

remarl<.ed this erfect with only 6 inches of' !lperture. The editor l<nc.ws 

or n~ detect/ens of' the phase of' 0ranus cr Neptune. 

The serious lunar ~nd pl~netary cbserver can hardly qet along with-

cut ThP. American £phGmP.ris and Nautical Almanac. This volume is 

compiled each ye<Jr by the N~v<JI Observatory and can be purchased f'rom 

the Superintendent of Documents, W<Jshinqfon, D. C. It contains, amonq 

many ofh«<r fhin<;s. the positions of the ,;,o,;n and the planets, the lonq

ifud~J<s of the cenfr<JI meridian of M?Jrs and Jupiter, the ph<Jse-angles of 

Mercury and Venus, the times of' the phenomen<J of the GtJiilean s<Jtellites 

of Jupiter, and the saturnicentric positions of' the E<Jrth and the Sun. 

If is n~:>t too early fo order your 1948 volume. The price -:f' fhe 1947 

one w01s #2. 00. 
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Remember, the primt~ry purp~se of l'he Strollinf Astronomer is 

tc further observeticn of the Moon enrl the p/-Jnpfs. Use your t'J/t?scope 

en these fascinating objects, t~nd send us your c·bserv.Jtions. They are 

~/ways we/cr;me. 

H~w small a telescope ct~n do useful lunar and planett~ry wor~~ 

The editor ht~s usually t~cccpted the conventional limits of e 4-inch 

refractor or a 6-inch reflector. Hcwevr:or, £ . ..J, '<el'se> ht~s mt~de ret~lly 

beautiful drt~winqs with a 6-inch reflecfcr; and the editor with a 

5-inch r11fledtor, and T. R. Hal<e with a 5-inch refr,ctcr, have &bserved 

as difficult • fet~fure es £nc~e's Division in S;.turn's rin'}s. 0~ 

Ccurs'J, "!.}!Ch depends upon the optical quality of the individu!J/ te/esctpe. 

If appe•rs possible that a firsl-cless 3-inch refrt~ctcr or 5-inch ref-

teete-r might be capable of useful tuner ~Jnd planet,,ry studieL hew-

ever, the editor shetuld perheps fry to avoid a possible misunrtr~rstt~nd

ing on the p11rf of the reader. He is not champicning small fele:sccpes 

as cppose1 tc large ones but instead is strongly ~f the opini~n tht~t 

our favorite celestial bodies shculd be examined with IS much eperfure 

es obfa~B,tJe~. J. Hoth, Port Sydney, ~nfario, Cant~da wants fc invest 

about $100 in as l,grqe <tlld as good " fe lescopG' <3S c.Jn be obt:; ined for 

thaf sum. She plans a program cf regular observefions with if an1 

will welcome helpful information from anyone • 
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